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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Metro Oyster Bar from Adelaide. Currently, there are 10
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Clara Pollich likes about Metro Oyster Bar:
Food: whitebait to start, then rainbow oysters and jumbo calamari. Waitbait was a joy to eat, there were some big
pieces in there. The calamari was indeed jumbo, had plenty of flavour and the freshness ensured it was soft with

nice texture. Needed the salad on the side to freshen the palate. I'm told the oysters were awesome, not an
oyster fan myself, my dining companion loved them. Ambience was a juxtaposition of i... read more. In nice

weather you can even have something in the outdoor area. What Earline Mohr doesn't like about Metro Oyster
Bar:

Long time waiting and finally went and it didn’t disappoint it exceeded expectations. Every dish got better and
better from natural oysters to oysters kilpatrick to tentacles to end with a huge meat and seafood platter. It’s one
place if you love seafood not to miss I’ll end with this the service was simply AAA read more. Metro Oyster Bar

from Adelaide provides fine, good Mediterranean cuisine with its typical menus, It's possible to chill out at the bar
with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Also, they provide you tasty seafood

meals, additionally, the Greek dishes are extremely popular with the visitors of the establishment.
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Salad�
SALAD

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

Drink�
SAKE

Turkis� specialtie�
BAKLAVA

Energydrink�
WHITE

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

TOPPINGS
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